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ABSTRACT
Almost of cloud services nowadays are built at top geographically distributed infrastructure for better reliability
and performance. These cloud providers need an efficient
method to control and direct user workload to suitable datacenter, depending on many factors such as: network traffic cost, operation cost budget, energy consumption, etc.
In the virtual machine placement problem, current works
mainly focus on the efficiency of packing virtual machines
into servers and ignore the distributed scenario of datacenters. In this paper, we consider the problem of placing virtual machines to host applications on a shared resource pool
based on distributed cloud platforms. We formulate the
problem of hosting virtual machines on distributed datacenters as an optimization problem, and propose a distributed
framework DHC that can dynamically direct workload between datacenters to maximize total utility of entire datacenters. We also conduct many case studies to validate our
method, and evaluate its effectiveness and practicality, using real-workload traffic traces. The simulation results show
that our algorithm can dynamically optimize the total utility, depending on various workload of users.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Network Operations]: Resoure management.
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Cloud computing is becoming a rising paradigm in the information and communications technology industry today.
Many cloud services are deployed on multiple datacenters
that are located in different region for improving performance and reliability. The term distributed systems (such
as distributed computing, distributed databases, etc.) generally refer to that scenario. Fig.1 presents the architecture
of distributed cloud computing, where many datacenters cooperate to share the resource pool.
Distributed cloud solutions are very useful to cloud providers
to enable virtual network services that span a wide geographical area. It supports more securely. Because all data
are not in the same place. It will not be damageable too
much in any disaster and will easily recover in small amount
of time. This technique also does not need a large resource
pool such as network capacity, CPU, memory, and storage at
datacenters. The cloud service is spread out everywhere and
will be more likely to be close from where users are accessing it. Furthermore, with small capacity, distributed cloud
computing requires less electricity almost cuts off power consumption from air conditioning
Moreover, in serving workload, when the number of requests from users in cloud services increases significantly,
distributed clouds not only mitigate the suffering from massive connection but also improve load balancing and fault
tolerant in cloud services. Secondly, client requests come
from wide area. Current approaches often distribute requests to closest datacenters to reduce the latency and bandwidth of network.
However, considering on entire network, requests should
balance between datacenters to reduce the operation cost
in some specific datacenters, having high workloads. In addition, each datacenter has different resource management
policies, such as revenue, difference amount of available resources, power consumption, etc. For example, geographical
load balancing and energy cost policy are managed independently by each datacenter. It causes poor performance and
high costs in many cases [1].
Working on power consumption of datacenters, the authors of [5] proposed a method that dynamically scales the
number of active servers in datacenter depending on workloads to reduce the power consumption in datacenters. However, they did not propose for the distributed cloud datacenters where many providers implement on large-scale geo-

cloud. We consider similar approach but extend into distributed scenario of datacenters, where the complexity of
user demand is complicated and there are many factors impact to the efficiency of the controlling scheme of datacenters.
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Figure 1: The VM allocation on distributed datacenters.
graphically distributed infrastructure nowadays. Designing
an efficient cooperative manner that can share the pool of
resources and obtain maximum revenue is still a potential
problem in distributed datacenters.
In this paper, we formulate the virtual machine (VM)
placement problem in distributed datacenters and propose a
framework that can maximize the social-welfare of all datacenters. By using the theory of dual decomposition method,
we divide the master problem into multiple sub-problems,
which can easily solve at each datacenter. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section II represents the related work. The system model and problem formulation is
represented in Section III. In Section IV, we solve the optimal problem by decomposition method. In Section V, we
describe the experiment environment and simulation results.
Finally, we conclude our work in Section VI.

2.

RELATED WORKS

Interest in VM placement in datacenters, there are several
papers focus on optimizing the total utility of all servers in a
datacenter [2, 3, 4]. Using different methods, they successfully pack VMs into servers at one datacenter, but in the
distributed scenario, these methods should be considered
more factors that really affect to allocation scheme, such
as power consumption at each datacenter, network latency,
etc. Moreover, the users often submit a bundle of resource
demand that includes a list of VMs. These VMs have inside
relationships that cannot arbitrarily host in different servers
or datacenters.
In another trend, accounting the operation cost of datacenters, many proposals [5, 6, 7, 8] focus on the centralize
method to optimal resource management, reducing carbon
footprint problem, or load balancing in the centralize datacenter. The authors in [9] proposed an autonomic method
that provides resources for service hosting platforms. That
method considered with two components: global decision
module and local decision module. This architecture can
automatically distribute the tasks into appropriate servers
and optimize the provisioning resource. However, this is a
method that applies into the centralized datacenter. It is
also the NP-hard problem in VM placement, which is difficult to find out the optimal solution. Minghong Lin et al [5]
proposed a method that dynamically scales the number of
active servers in datacenters depending on workloads. This
method is a good way to reduce the power consumption in
datacenters. But they did not propose for the distributed

SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
System modelling

In this section, we show an architecture of our method
that illustrates how to partial execution into each datacenter and how to control provisioning resource in distributed
datacenters.
Each datacenter consists of a set of active physical servers.
Each server can host multiple virtual machines through a hypervisor. To reduce the power consumption, the number of
active servers at each datacenter can be changed depending
on workloads. We define X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xj , ..., xN ) is a vector of active servers, which xj is the number of active servers
at datacenter j. We consider a discrete time model, where
in each slot the cloud service provider (as a gateway in Fig.
1) receives amount of tasks A = (a1 , a2 , ..., ai , ..., aM ). Each
task ai is associated with specific performance goals specified in a service-level agreement (SLA) contract. An ai can
embed an arbitrary application topology, which requires a
list of VMs, which is called a cluster. To reduce network
transfer, a cluster is often hosted at one datacenter.
To model the provision resource in cloud, we consider each
VM belong to class k. For example, Amazone EC2 defines
a list of instants that clients can choose properly to their
application. We define that ai is the VM allocation vector
of task ai = (ni1 , ni2 , ..., nik , ..., nic ), where nik is the number
of VMs of class k attributed to task ai , and c is maximum
number of class. Each task ai requires amount of resource
Ri (such as: memory, CPU unit, storage, etc.) that can be
calculated as follows:
c
P
Ris =
nik · Iks , ∀s ∈ S.
(1)
k

Iks

where
is amount of resource type s of instance k, and S
is a set of considered resources.
Resource constraint. To host task ai , a datacenter has
to turn on a number of servers that have sufficient resource.
We consider the datacenter has homogeneous servers that
can calculate the total available resource based on the number of active server xj as follows
C(xj ) = βxj , ∀j = 1, ..., N ,

(2)

where β is the vector resource of one server (including CPU,
memory, storage, etc.). Therefore, the total resource hosting
at datacenter j cannot exceed the capacity C(xj ) as follows
M
P

Hij Ris ≤ Cjs (xj ), ∀j = 1, ..., N , ∀s ∈ S,

(3)

i

where Hij is an indicating binary variable, Hij = 1 if the
task ai is hosted at datacenter j, otherwise, Hij = 0.
Further, each task ai can host totally at one datacenter to
guarantee the quality of services of task i. The constraint is
represented as follows
N
P
j

Hij = 1, ∀i = 1, ..., M .

(4)

Delay constraint. While improving the quality of services (QoS), we consider that the allocation of datacenters
and demand assignment must satisfy a set of constraints,
such as: demand constraint and Service Level Agreement
(SLA) performance constraint. We define σj be the demand arrival
P rate from the gateway assigned to datacenter
j (σj = N
i=1 Hij ), the demand constraint ensures that all
demands are satisfied:

max U =

N X
M
X
j

M
X

s.t.

Hij ui −

N
X

i

γxj

(11)

j

Hij Ris ≤ Cjs (xj ), ∀j = 1, ..., N , ∀s ∈ S,

(12)

Hij = 1, ∀i = 1, ..., M ,

(13)

i
N
X

σj = D,

N
X

(5)

j

j

where D is the average demand arrival rate originated from
the gateway. In addition, we define dj as the network latency
between the gateway and datacenter j. At datacenter j, we
assume that the arriving demand σj is equally split among
xj active servers. From the queueing model M/M/1 [11],
the queueing delay between the gateway to a server can be
computed as:
Lj =

1
σ , ∀k = 1, ..., N ,
µ − xjj

(6)

where µ is the service rate of each server. The constraint of
delay is defined as:
1
max
, ∀j = 1, ..., N ,
σ + dj ≤ dj
µ − xjj

1
, ∀j = 1, ..., N .
− dj
dmax
j

(8)

We can rewrite the constrain (7) as:
xj ≥

σj
, ∀j = 1, ..., N .
αj

(9)

Budget constraint. In some special cases, the total operation cost at one datacenter is quite high. Especially, when
the emergency demand response [12] comes in, the datacenters have to cut-off the power consumption by server turning
on/off or workload migration, etc. We define the budget Bj
for each datacenter j as the highest operation cost at datacenter j. This constraint depends on the number of active
servers at datacenter j as follows
γxj ≤ Bj , ∀j = 1, ..., N ,

(14)

γxj ≤ Bj , ∀j = 1, ..., N ,

(15)

Hij = [0, 1], ∀i = 1, ..., M , ∀j = 1, ..., N ,
var. {H, x}.

(16)
(17)

Problem (11)-(17) is an mix-integer linear program (MILP),
which is solved by a high complexity algorithm. With thousands of servers in a datacenter, we can further relax the
integer Hij as continuous variables such that this problem
is tractable. For ease of notation, we name the problem
(11)-(17) as DHC (Distributed Hosting datataCenter).

4.

DISTRIBUTED CLOUD COMPUTING EMBEDDING DECOMPOSITION ARCHITECTURE

By relaxing the integer constraint, the optimization problem DHC is essentially a linear programming (LP), and can
be solved in polynomial time. However, this requires a central coordinator which gather information from all datacenters. Further, the complexity of solving the LP also increases
significantly when the problem size scales up. Thus, we are
motivated to develop distributed solutions in which the mapping nodes iteratively solve DHC problem.
Particularly, the relaxed problem DHC has follows

max

The distributed datacenter optimization problem

We aim at finding the allocation scheme for each task ai
while maximizing a global utility value U , which is expressed
as a weighted sum of the application-provided resource-level
utility functions and operating cost function [9]. The resourcelevel utility function ui for task ai is defined as ui (Ri ) that
presents the user satisfaction based on the amount of allocated resource (user satisfaction is used interchangeably in
this paper).
The distributed cloud model can be formulated as:

N X
M
X
j

(10)

where γ is the price that converts the operation cost to a
monetary term.

3.2

σj
, ∀j = 1, ..., N ,
αj

(7)

where dmax
is the maximum delay that the service provider
j
tries to achieve.
By defining the constant
αj = µ −

xj ≥

s.t.

M
X

i

Hij ui −

N
X

γxj +

j

M
X
i

N
X
υi (
Hij − 1)

(18)

j

Hij Ris ≤ Cjs (xj ), ∀j = 1, ..., N , ∀s ∈ S,

(19)

i

xj ≥

σj
, ∀j = 1, ..., N ,
αj

γxj ≤ Bj , ∀j = 1, ..., N ,

(20)
(21)

where υ is Lagrange multiplier associated with constraint
(13).
The idea of decomposition problem above is to separate
the master problem into many sub-problem, in which each
datacenter tries to optimal the resource allocation independently. The gateway will collect information from all datacenters and control resource price for all the subproblems.
Each datacenter, the subproblem is as follows:
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Figure 2: Sample of workload for 31 observed timeslots.
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Figure 4: Evaluation of utility at datacenter 1.
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max

M
X

Hij ui − γxj +

υi Hij

(22)

Hij Ris ≤ Cjs (xj ), ∀s ∈ S,

(23)

i

s.t.

M
X

M
X
i

i

xj ≥

σj
,
αj

γxj ≤ Bj .

Settings

To capture the location diversity of the cloud infrastructure, we set the number of datacenter N = 10. For each
datacenter, we consider three types of VM instances and
one resource type (c = 3, s = 1). Each datacenter consists of homogeneous servers which have equally service rate
µ = 0.2. In term of the monetary weights, we set γ = 0.01.
is
The delay dj is set randomly in range 2 to 5ms and dmax
j
set randomly in range 10 to 20ms.

100

(24)
(25)

At each iteration, given variable Hij and υ, N subproblems are solved simultaneously to obtain the optimal variable x. We apply Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition technique
to find the optimal assignment variable Hij and υ in each
iteration by solving the master problem as described in [9,
chap.12]. The objective of the master problem monotonically increases in each iteration and converges to optimal
solution of the original LP.
In general, a gateway can instantiate a set of policies at
the master problem, after receiving requests, dictating the
order in which the variables need to be optimized and obtain
the mapping matrix H and vector X. The gateway receives
all information from datacenters and updates H (based on
the formula in [9, chap.12]) to calculate for the next step.
This process runs until convergence.

5.

B1=5

Workload

SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL

In this section, our goal is in two-folds: First, we implement our model to evaluate the performance of DHC.
Second, we seek to illustrate the efficient of our model to in-

5.2

Results

Convergence. According to settings above, we execute
DHC to evaluate the convergence of our method. The result in Fig. 3 matches with the characteristics of distributed
algorithm DHC, where the convergence occurs after 40 iterations. Using distributed method, the complexity of DHC is
reduced significantly in large-scale of practical environment.
The huge number of servers in distributed datacenters is
broken down and separately solved at each datacenter.
Total utility. To evaluate the efficiency of DHC, we measure the total utility at a specific datacenter (Datacenter 1).
By setting different budged B1 , we measure the alternative
of utility at datacenter 1 as shown in Fig. 4. Depending on
the given budget, datacenter 1 tries to maximize its utility. However, when the cost to serve the arrival workload
exceeds the budget, the datacenter 1 will forward the workload to other datacenters. For example, at time slot 10,
with budget B1 = 7, the datacenter 1 does not receive the
arrival workload. Meanwhile, with higher budget B1 = 20,
the fluctuation of utility reflects the dynamic workload at
this datacenter.
In another measurement, we take into account total utility of entire network, as shown in Fig. 5. The total utility of
distribute datacenters follows workload traffic that dynamically controls the assignment workload at each datacenter
and balances between operation cost and budget. However,
in Fig. 5b, network traffic cost is so high, each datacenter
tries to serve workload at its local datacenter and does not
forward to others. In duration time slot 14 to 19, since total operation costs of all distributed datacenter come to the
limitation of the budged Bj , all datacenters are frozen. This
shows the flexible in serving workload of each datacenter to
guarantee its benefit. However, in practical environment, at
that time the controller of datacenters will run the backup
services, or special policies to guarantee the workload be
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(a) Evaluation of total utility of distribute datacenters with normal traffic cost.
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(b) Evaluation of total utility of distribute datacenters with high traffic cost.
Figure 5: Comparison between normal network traffic and high network traffic.
executed as least one datacenter, as mentioned in [14].

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study hosting virtual machines in distributed datacenter. In view that existing studies on VM
placement problem have been largely isolated to date and
resulted in uncoordinated management in distributed scenario. We propose a coordinated approach to enabling sharing workload between datacenter to maximize total utility
of entire distributed datacenter. We present a distribute
solution, called DHC, that can optimally control workload,
delay and budget at each datacenter. We also conduct many
case studies to validate our method, showing that DCH can
dynamically control workload at all distributed datacenter.
The analysis and simulation show that our proposed system
is adaptable and can be applied to the scheduling function of
data centers. As a future work, we want to apply widely our
model in more practical environment, focus deeply about resource constraints of VMs that increases the complexity of
DHC problem.
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